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A GENERALIZATION OF THE ALUTHGE TRANSFORMATION IN 
THE VIEWPOINT OF OPERATOR MEANS 

TAKEAKI YAMAZAKI 

ABSTRACT. The Aluthge transformation is generalized in the viewpoint of the axiom of 
operator means by using double operator integrals. It includes the mean transformation 
which is defined by S. H. Lee, W. Y. Lee and Yoon. Next we shall give some properties 
of it. Especially, we shall show that the n-th iteration of mean transformation of an 
invertible matrix converges to a normal matrix. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let B(1i) be the C*-algebra of all bounded linear operators on a complex Hilbert 
space 1i. Let T = UITI E B(1i) be the polar decomposition of T. The Aluthge 
transformation ~(T) of T is defined in [1] as follows. 

(1.1) 

Several properties of the Aluthge transformation has been studied, for example, (i) 
a-(~(T)) = a-(T), where a-(T) is the spectrum ofT E B(1i) [14], (ii) ~(T) has a non-trivial 
invariant subspace if and only if T does so [15], and (iii) if T is semi-hyponormal (i.e., 
IT*I :'S ITI), then ~(T) is hyponormal (i.e., ~(T)~(T)* :'S ~(T)*~(T)) [1], where ":'S" 
means the Loewner partial order. By considering the Loewner-Heinz inequality, hyponor
mality of an operator implies semi-hyponormality, but the converse implication does not 
hold in general. Hence the Aluthge transformation ~(T) may have better properties than 
T. Recently, a related new operator transformation has been defined in [18] and studied 
in[7, 19] which is called the mean transformation T of T. The definition is 

T := UITI + ITIU_ 
2 

The aim of this report is to unify these operator transformations in the viewpoint of 
operator means, and give some properties. 

An operator mean is a binary operation on positive semi-definite operators. It was 
defined by Kubo-Ando as follows. Let B(Ji)+ and B(Ji)++ be the sets of positive semi
definite and positive invertible operators, respectively. 

Definition 1 (Operator mean, [17]). Let 9'Jt : B(Ji)+ x B(Ji)+ ---+ B(Ji)+ be a binary 
operation. If 9'Jt satisfies the following four conditions, then 9'Jt is called an operator 
mean. 

(1) If A '.SC and B '.S D, then 9'Jt(A,B) '.S 9'Jt(C,D), 
(2) X*9'Jt(A, B)X :'S 9'Jt(X* AX, X* BX) for all X E B(1i), 
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(3) An '\c A and En '\c E imply 9Jl(An, En) '\c 9Jl(A, E) in the strong operator 
topology, 

(4) 9Jl(I,I) = I, where I means the identity operator in E(H). 

To get a concrete formula of an operator mean, the following relation is very important. 
Let f be a real-valued function defined on an interval J <:;;;; (0, oo). Then f is said to be 
operator monotone if A~ E for self-adjoint operators A, E E E(H) whose spectra are 
contained in J, then f (A) ~ f(E), where f(A) and f(E) are defined by the functional 
calculus. 

Theorem A ([17]). Let 9Jl be an operator mean. Then there exists an operator monotone 
function f on (0, oo) such that f(l) = 1 and 

9Jl(A, E) = A½ f(A-½EA-½)A½ 

for all A E E(H)++ and E E E(H)+. 

If A E E(H)+, we can obtain 9Jl(A, E) = lim0 ".io 9Jl(A+d, E) because A+d E E(H)++ 
for c > 0 and Definition 1 (3). The function f is called a representing function of an 
operator mean 9Jl. Throughout this report, we note 9Jl1 for an operator mean with a 
representing function f. In this case, f'(l) = >.. E [0, 1] holds (cf. [11]), and we sometimes 
call 9Jl1 a >..-weighted operator mean. Moreover, if>..= f'(l) E (0, 1), then 

(1.2) 

holds for all x > 0 (cf. [20]). 
Typical examples of operator means are the >..-weighted geometric and >..-weighted power 

means. These representing functions are f ( x) = x>-. and f ( x) = [1- >.. + >..xt] ½, respectively, 
where>.. E [0, 1] and t E [-1, 1] (in the case t = 0, we consider t--+ 0). The weighted power 
mean interpolates arithmetic, geometric and harmonic means by putting t = 1, 0, -1, 
respectively. 

The aim of this report is to apply operator means to generalize the Aluthge transfor
mation. To do this, firstly, we shall explain how to generalize the Aluthge transformation 
in the matrices case in Section 2. Then to extend the discussion in Section 2 into Hilbert 
space operators, we will introduce the double operator integrals in Section 3. We show 
that all operator means can be applied to double operator integrals. In Section 4, we shall 
generalize the Aluthge transformation respect to an arbitrary operator mean via double 
operator integrals. In Section 5, we shall consider n-th iterated generalized Aluthge trans
formation. We divide this discussion into finite and infinite Hilbert space cases. More 
precisely, we shall show that n-th iterated mean transformation of every invertible matrix 
converges to a normal matrix, and show that there is a weighted unilateral shift on £2 

such that n-th iterated generalized Aluthge transformation does not converge in a week 
operator topology. 

2. A GENERALIZATION OF THE ALUTHGE TRANSFORMATION IN THE MATRICES CASE 

In this section, we shall generalize the Aluthge transformation in the matrices case 
which is a motivation of this report. Let Mm be a set of all m-by-m matrices. It is 
known that Mm is a Hilbert space with an inner product (A, E) := traceAE*. For 
A, EE Mm, let ]LA and ~B be bounded linear operators on Mm defined as follows: 

lLA(X) = AX and ~B(X) = XE 
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for X E Mm- They are called the left and right multiplications, respectively. If 
A, B E Mm are positive semi-definite (resp. positive invertible) matrices, then lLA and 
lRs are positive semi-definite (resp. positive invertible) operators on Mm, too. It is easy 
to see that lLA and lRs are commuting on the product, i.e., 

lLAlRs(X) = lRslLA(X) = AXB 

holds for all X E Mm- Moreover, for each Hermitian A E Mm, f(lLA)(X) = lLl(A)(X) 
(resp. f(JRA)(X) = JR.l(A)(X)) holds for all analytic functions f if f(A) is defined. Hence 
we can consider operator means of lLA and lRs. For example, the arithmetic mean sit of 
lLA and lRs is computed by 

sit(lLA,lRs)(X) = ]LA ;lRs(X) = AX ;XB_ 

Theorem 2.1. Let A, B E Mm be positive invertible. Then for any operator mean 911, 
there exists a positive probability measure dµ on [O, 1] such that 

911(1LA, lRs)(X) = 11 (loo e-x(l->.)A-1 X e-x>.s-1 dx) dµ(>-.) 

for all X E Mm. 

To prove Theorem 2.1, we shall use the following result. 

Theorem B ([12], [4, Theorem VIl.2.3]). Let A and B be operators whose spectra are 
contained in the open right half-plane and left half-plane, respectively. Then the solution 
of the equation AX - X B = Y can be expressed as 

X = 100 e-xAyexBdx. 

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Firstly, we shall show the case of >-.-weighted harmonic mean 9111 
for>-. E [O, 1], i.e., a representing function f of 9111 is 

f(x) = [1-).. + >-.x-1i-1. 

In this case, the harmonic mean of lLA and lRs on Mm is 

9111(lLA,lRs)(X) = [(1- >-.)JL::;:1 + >-.JR£;1t1(X). 

We notice that if A and B are positive invertible matrices, then lLA and lRs are positive 
invertible, and hence the above formula is well-defined. Put Y := 9111(1LA,1Rs)(X). Then 
it is a solution of a matrix equation 

[(1 - >-.)JL::;:1 + >-.lR1/l(Y) = X. 

Thus for X E Mm, we just have to give a solution Y of the following matrix equation 

(1- >-.)A-1Y + >-.YB-1 = X, 

and it is equivalent to 

By Theorem B, we have Y = 9111(lLA,lRs)(X) as follows. 

9111(lLA, lRs)(X) = 100 e-x(l->.)A-l xe-x>.s-l dx 

= 11 (100 e-x(l->.)A-1 xe-x>.s-1 dx) dµ(>-.), 
(2.1) 
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where µ([0, 1]) := 8p.}([0, 1]), the Dirac delta supported on {A.}. 
Next we shall show an arbitrary operator mean case. Let 9J11 be an operator mean. 

Then it is known (cf. [11]) that there exists a positive probability measure dµ on [0, 1] 
such that 

(2.2) 

Hence we have 

9J11(ILA,~B)(X) = ILAf(L;;:1~B)(X) 

= 11 [(1 - .>.)IL;;:1 + A~Bli-ldµ(>.)(X) 

= 11 [(1 - .>.)IL;;:1 + A~Bli-l(X)dµ(>.) 

= 11 (100 e-x(l-,\)A-lxe-x,\B-ldx) dµ(>.). 

□ 

Now we shall give another formula of 9J11 (ILA, ~ B) ( X). 

Theorem 2.2. Let A, B E Mm be positive invertible with the spectral decompositions 
A= I:Z:1 sJ{ and B = I:;':1 tjQj, respectively. Then for each operator mean 9J11, 

m 

(2.3) 9J11(ILA, ~B)(X) = L P1(s;, tj)P;XQj, 
i,j=l 

where the perspective Pi off is defined by P1(s, t) :=sf(:;). 

Proof. Let A = I:Z:1 s;P; and B = I:'7=1 tjQj be spectral decompositions of A and B, 
respectively. For a representing function f on (0, oo) of an operator mean 9J11, by (2.2), 
the perspective P1 off is given by 

P1(s, t) = 1 1 [(1 - .>.)s-1 + .>.r1J-1dµ(.>.) 

for s, t > 0. Then by Theorem 2.1, we have 

9J11(ILA, ~B)(X) 

= 11 (loo e-x(l-.\)A-1 X e-x.\B-1 dx) dµ(>.) 

= 11 
{ 100 (t e-x(l-,\)s;1 P;) X (t e-x.\t_;-1 Qj) dx} dµ(>.) 

= .f 11 (loo e-{(l-,\)s;1+.>.t_;-'}xdx) dµ(>.)P;XQj 
i,J=l O 0 

= f 11 
[(1 - >.)si1 + >-t.11J- 1dµ(>.)P;XQj = f P1(s;, tj)P;XQj. 

i,j=l O i,j=l 

□ 
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If A, B E B(1-l)+, then for each E: > 0, A0 := A+ E:l and B 0 := B + E:l are both positive 
invertible. Then we can define 9Jl1(II.A, IRs)(X) by 

Definition 2 (Generalization of the Aluthge transformation). Let T = UITI E Mm be 
the polar decomposition with the spectral decomposition ITI = I:~=l s;P; of ITI. For an 
operator mean 9Jl1, a generalization of the Aluthge transformation ~!Dtt (T) of T 
respect to an operator mean 9Jl1 is defined by 

m 

~!Dtt(T) := LP1(s;,sj)P;,UPj. 
i,j=l 

By using Theorem 2.2, we have another formula of a generalized Aluthge transforma
tion. 

Corollary 2.3. Let T = UITI E Mm be the polar decomposition such that ITI is invertible. 
For an operator mean 9Jl, there exists a positive probability measure dµ on [O, 1] such that 

Example 1. Let T E Mm with the polar decomposition T = UITI and the spectral de
composition ITI = I::1 s;P;, and let 9Jl be an operator mean. Then we have the following 
examples of ~!Dt(T). Note that I::1 P;, = U*U. 

(1) Mean transformation [18]. 
Let 9Jl1 be the>.- weighted arithmetic mean, i.e., the representing function of 9Jl1 
is f (t) = 1 - >. + >.t. Then 

m 

i,j=l 

m m 

i,j=l i,j=l 

= (1- >.) (ts;P;) U (tpj) 
+ >. (tp) U (tsjPj) 

= (1 - >-)ITIU + >.U*UUITI. 

Especially, if U is an isometry, then ~!Dtt (T) = T (i. e., the weighted mean trans
form). 

(2) Generalized Aluthge transformation [14]. 
Let 9Jl1 be the >.-weighted geometric mean, i.e., the representing function of 9Jl1 
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is f(t) = t>-. Then 

m 

6.'»t1 (T) = L s;->-s7P;UPi 
i,j=l 

From Corollary 2.3, we have a basic property of a generalization of the Aluthge trans
formation. 

Theorem 2.4. Let TE Mm- Let 9'Jl1 be an operator mean satisfying f'(l) E (0, 1). Then 
6.'»t1 (T) = T if and only if T is normal. 

Proof. For s > 0, ITlc := ITI + d is positive invertible, and ITlc ~ ITI as s ~ 0. By 
considering this fact, we may assume that ITI is invertible. Let T = UITI be the polar 
decomposition of T. Then it is known that T is normal if and only if UITI = ITIU. Hence 
if T is normal, then by Corollary 2.3, 

6.'»t(T) = 11 (loo e-x(l->-)ITl-1 U e-xw1-1 dx) dµ(>.) 

= U 11 (loo e-x1r1-1 dx) dµ(>.) = T. 

Let ITI = ~;':1 siPi be the spectral decomposition. Assume that 6.'»t1 (T) = T holds. 
Then we have 

m m 

i,j=l j=l 

By multiplying Pi and Pi from the left and right sides, respectively, 

P1(si,si)PiUPi = siP;UPj, 

since Pi are orthogonal projections. By f'(l) E (0, 1) and an inequality (1.2), P1(si, sj)-/
s j holds for i -/- j. Then P; U Pj = 0 holds for i -/- j. Hence we have 

n 

6.'»t1 (T) = L P1(si, si)P;U Pi 
i,j=l 

n 

= LP1(si,si)PiUP; 
i=l 

i=l 
n 

= L ~PiU Pi = 6.(T) (Aluthge transformation). 
i,j=l 

Therefore T is normal since T = 6.(T) [15, Proposition 1.10]. □ 
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3. DOUBLE OPERATOR INTEGRALS 

Although lLA and JRB can be defined on B(H), we cannot consider operator means of 
lLA and JRB, since B(H) is not a Hilbert space. To discuss similar argument in B(H), we 
shall use the double operator integrals. The double operator integrals was first appeared 
in [9]. Then it was developed by Birman and Solomyak in [5] and Peller in [21, 22] (nice 
surveys are [6, 13]). Let A, B E B(Ht with the spectral decompositions 

A=1 sdEsandB=1 tdFt. 
u(A) u(B) 

Let .A (resp. µ) be a finite positive measure on an interval O"(A) (resp. O"(B)) equivalent 
(in the absolute continuity sense) to dEs (resp. dFt)- Let cp E L 00 (0"(A) x O"(B); >. x µ). 
For X E B(H), the double operator integrals is given by 

<l>A,B,<p(X) := 1 1 cp(s, t)dE8 XdFt-
u(A) u(B) 

If X E C2 (1-l) (Hilbert-Schmidt class), then <l>A,B,<p(X) E C2 (1-l) because C2 (1-l) is a Hilbert 
space, and <l>A,B,<p can be defined by the similar way to Theorem 2.2. To extend this into 
X E B(H), we shall consider Schur multiplier as follows: 

Definition 3 (Schur multiplier, ( cf. [13])). When <I> A,B,'P( = <I> A,B,'P lci(H)) : X H <I> A,B,'P(X) 
gives rise to a bounded transformation on the ideal C1 (1-l) ( c C2 (1-l)) of trace class opera
tors, cp(s, t) is called a Schur multiplier (relative to the pair (A, B)). 

The double operator integrals can be extended to B(H) by making use of the duality 
B(H) = C1 (1-l)* via 

(X, Y) E C1 (1-l) x B(H) H trace(XY*) EC. 

This proof is introduced in [13]. 

Theorem C ([13, 21, 22]). For cp E L 00 (0"(A) x O"(B); >. x µ), the following conditions 
are all equivalent: 

(i) cp is a Schur multiplier; 
(ii) whenever a measurable function k : O"(A) x O"(B) ---+ C is the kernel of a trace class 

operator L2 (0"(A); >.)---+ L2 (0"(B); µ), so is the product cp(s, t)k(s, t); 
(iii) one can find a finite measure space (D, 0"1) and functions a E L00 ( O"(A) x D; >. x 0"1), 

/3 E L00 (0"(B) x D; µ x 0"1) such that 

(3.1) cp(s, t) = i a(s, x)f3(t, x)dO"'(x) 

for alls E O"(A), t E O"(B); 
(iv) one can find a measure space (D, 0"1) and measurable functions a, f3 on O"(A) x D, 

O"(B) x D respectively such that the above (3.1) holds and 

II r la(-,x)l 2dO"'(x)II II r l/3(-,x)l2dO"'(x)II < 00. k ~w k ~w 
An important result of this report is to give a guarantee the perspective of representing 

functions f of all operator means are Schur multiplier. 

Theorem 3.1. Let f be a representing function of an operator mean. Then the perspective 
Pt off is a Schur multiplier. 
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Proof. By (2.2), a perspective P1 off is given as follows: 

By elementary computation, we have 

P1(s, t) = 11 [(1- >.)s-1 + >.c1t1dµ(>.) 

= 11 (loo e-(1->.)s-lxe->.rlxdx) dµ(>.). 

Putting a(s, x, >.) = e-(l->.)s-ix and f3(t, x, >.) = e->.i-ix_ Then P 1 can be represented as 
the form of (3.1), and it is a Schur multiplier. □ 

4. A GENERALIZATION OF THE ALUTHGE TRANSFORMATION IN THE OPERATORS 

CASE 

In this section, we shall give a definition of a generalized Aluthge transformation by 
using the double operator integrals which is introduced in the previous section. 

Definition 4 (Generalization of the Aluthge transformation). Let T = UITI E B(1-l) 
with the spectral decomposition ITI = J<T(ITI) sdE8 • For an operator mean 0011, a gener
alization of the Aluthge transformation ~9Jlt (T) of T respect to an operator mean 
0011 is defined by 

By Theorem 3.1, P1 is the Schur multiplier. Hence the above double operator integrals 
is well-defined. As in the similar discussion of Example 1, we obtain concrete forms of 
generalizations of the Aluthge transformation. The following theorem is an extension of 
Theorem 2.1. 

Theorem 4.1. Let T = UITI E B(1-l), s. t., ITI E B(1-l)++. For each operator mean 001, 
there exists a positive probability measure dµ on [O, 1] such that 

Proof. For an operator mean 0011 , there exists a positive probability measuredµ on [O, 1] 
such that 

P1(s, t) = 1
1 [(1 - >.)s-1 + >.c1t 1dµ(>.) 

= 11 (loo e{-x(l->.)s-1}e{-x>.r1}dx) dµ(>.). 
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Then by using Fubini-Tonelli's theorem, we have 

Hence the proof is completed. □ 

Proposition 4.2. Let T E B(1-l) with the polar decomposition T = UITI. Then for any 
operator mean wt1 and a EC, the following statements hold. 

(1) ~wt1 (aT) = a~wt1 (T), 
(2) ~wt1 (V*TV) = V*~wt1 (T)V for all unitary V, 
(3) ~wt1 (T) - al= <I>1r1,1rl,Pt (U - o:ITl-1 ) if ITI E B(1-£)++, 
( 4) II ~wt1 (T) II ::::; IITII, where II · II means the spectral norm on B(1-l). 

Proof. Let ITI = fu(ITI) sdEs be the spectral decomposition. 

(1) Let a= rei0 (r ~ 0) be a polar form of a EC. Then aT = (ei0U)(alTI) is a polar 
decomposition of aT moreover, rlTI = fu(ITI) rsdE8 • Hence we have 

(2) Let V be unitary. Then V*TV = V*UV • V*ITIV is the polar decomposition. Then 
we have 

~wt1 (V*TV) = 1 1 P1(s,t)d(V*EsV)V*UVd(V*EtV) 
u(ITI) u(ITI) 

= V* (1 1 P1(s,t)dEsUdEt) V = V*~wt1 (T)V. 
u(ITI) u(ITI) 
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(3) Since dEs is an orthogonal projection measure, 

<PITl,ITl,P1 (U - cxlTl-1) = 1 1 P1(s, t)dEs(U - cxlTl-1)dEt 
O"(ITI) O"(ITI) 

= 1 1 P1(s, t)dEsUdEt 
O"(ITI) O"(ITI) 

- ex 1 1 P1(s, t)dEslTl-1dEt 
O"(ITI) O"(ITI) 

= 6.SJJt1 (T) - al 1 P1(s, t)dE8 dEtlTl- 1 

O"(ITI) O"(ITI) 

= 6.SJJt1 (T) - al Pi(s,s)dEslTl- 1 

O"(ITI) 

= 6.SJJt1 (T) - al sdEslTl-1 = 6.SJJt1 (T) - al. 
O"(ITI) 

(4) By Theorem 4.1, there exists a positive probability measuredµ on [O, 1] such that 

6.SJJtf (T) = 11 (100 e-x(l-.X)ITl-lu e-x.w1-1 dx) dµ(>.). 

Since g(x) = e-=-1 is an increasing function on x > 0 and for c > 0, we have e-cA- 1 :S: 
e-cllAll-1 I. Hence we have 

116.SJJtf(T)II :s: 11(10011e-x(l-.X)ITl-lue-xw1-1lldx) dµ(>.) 

:S: 11 (1oo e-x(l-.X)IITll-1 e-x.XIITll-1 dx) dµ(>.) = IITII, 

where the last equality follows from f0
1 dµ(>.) = 1. □ 

Proposition 4.3. Let T E B(1i), and let 9.n be an operator mean. If T E C1 (1i), then 

trace( 6.SJJt(T)) = trace(T). 

Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.1. □ 
We notice that it is known that if 9Jt is a weighted geometric mean (i.e., 6.SJJt(T) is the 

generalized Aluthge transformation), then cr(6.SJJt(T)) = cr(T) holds for all TE B(H) [14]. 
However, there is a counterexample for this equation when 9Jt is an arithmetic mean [18]. 

5. ITERATION 

In this section, we shall consider iteration of 6.SJJt. For each natural number n, define 
6.911 (T) := 6.SJJt(6.~1(T)) and 6.lk(T) := T for T E B(H). It is known that iteration of 
the Aluthge transformation (i.e., 9Jt is a geometric mean) has been considered by many 
authors, for example, (i) a sequence { 6.911 (T)}~=D converges to a normal matrix if T E Mm 
[2, 3], (ii) there exists an operator TE B(H) such that a sequence { 6.911 (T)}~=D does not 
converge in the week operator topology [8], (iii) for each TE B(H), limn-+oo ll6.911 (T)II = 
r(T), where r(T) is the spectral radius of T [23]. 

Theorem 5.1. Let TE Mm be invertible with the polar decomposition T = UITI. Let 
~ be a non-weighted arithmetic mean. Then a sequence { 6.;¾ (T)} converges to a normal 
matrix N such that trace(T) = trace(N) and trace(ITI) = trace(INI)-
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The iteration of mean transformation has been considered in [7]. However, in [7], the 
authors have considered only rank one operators or they required some conditions. We 
notice that if T is invertible, then 6.21 (T) coincides with the mean transformation T of T 
(see Example 1). 

To prove Theorem 5.1, we use a useful formula which is shown in [7]. 

Theorem D ([7]). Let TE B(1-l) and suppose that ker(T*) <:;;; ker(T). Let T = UITI be 
the canonical polar decomposition of T, and let n E N. Then the polar decomposition of 
j(n) is 

where f(n) := (T(,,;:-1)) and f(t) := T. 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Since T is invertible, 6.21 (T) coincides with the mean transforma
tion T. Moreover 6.21 (T) = U • ½(ITI + U*ITIU) is the polar decomposition by Theorem 
D. We notice that since T is invertible, U and ITI are invertible, and hence 6.21 (T) is 
invertible. Therefore for each natural number n, 6-~) (T) = j(n) holds, and it is in
vertible. By Theorem D, we only prove that {16.m(T)I} converges to a positive matrix. 
Since U is unitary, we can diagonalize U as U = V* DV with a unitary matrix V and 
D = diag(e01FI, ... , e0mFI). Then by Proposition 4.2 (2), 6-m(T) = V* 6-m(DVITIV*)V, 
and 

16.~(T)I = V*l6.~(DVITIV*)IV 

= V* { 2~ t (~) (D*lVITIV*Dk} V. 

Let VITIV* = P. Then D*kVITIV* Dk = [ek(OJ-Oi)FI] o P, where [ek(OJ-Oi)FI] E Mm 
with the (i,j)-entry ek(o,-oi)FI, and o means the Hadamard product. Hence 

2~ t ( ~) D*kVITIV* Dk = 2~ [t ( ~) ek(8J-8i)Ff] 0 p 

= 2~ [ (1 + e(0j-0i)Fir] 0 p 

(by the binomial expansion) 

I 
(0 •-0-);i=I I (0 •-0-);i=I 

We notice that 1+e 1 
2 ' < 1 if 0i -=/- 0i + 2k7r for all integers k, and 1+e 1 

2 ' = 1 

if 0i = 0i + 2k7r for some integers k. Hence there exists a matrix P0 such that 

( [ ( 
1 + e(OJ-Oi)Ff) nl ) 

lim l6.2i(T)I = lim V* ----- o P V = P0 , 
n--+oo n--+oo 2 

and we have limn--+oo 6-m(T) = limn--+oo Ul6.m(T)I = UPo = N. Moreover since UPo = 

6.21 (UP0 ) = UPo~Pou, UP0 = P0U holds, i.e., N = UP0 is a normal matrix. 
By Proposition 4.3 and the above, we have trace(T) = trace(6.m(T)) = trace(N) and 

trace(ITI) = trace(l6.21 (T))I = trace(INI) for all n = 0, 1, 2, .... D 
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Theorem 5.2. Let 9Jlf be an operator mean whose representing function satisfies >. = 
f'(l) E (0, 1). Then there exists an operator T E B('H) such that {.6.9JIJ(T)} does not 
converge in the week operator topology. 

To prove Theorem 5.2, we prepare the following discussion. It is a modification of [8, 
Corollary 3.3]: Leto::= (o:0 ,o:1 ,o:2 , ... ) be a sequence in C00 , and let Wa be a weighted 
unilateral shift on C2 with a weight sequence o:, i.e., 

where { en} be the canonical basis of C2 . In what follows, O:n > 0 for all n = 0, 1, 2, .... 

Lemma 5.3. Let f, g be representing functions of weighted arithmetic and harmonic 
means with a weight>. E [0, 1], respectively, and let a = (o:0 , o:1 , o:2 , ... ) be a sequence in 
C00 • Then 

(n) _ p ( (n-1) (n-1)) 
ak - f ak+l 'ak ' 
(3 (n) _ p ((3(n-l) (3(n-l)) 

k - g k+l , k 

and ai0) = /3ko) = ak. 

Proof. The proof follows from the mathematical induction. □ 

Lemma 5.4. Let 9Jlf be an operator mean, and let Wa be a weighted unilateral shift with 
a weight sequence a. Then .6.9Jl(Wa) is also a weighted unilateral shift Wa, with a weight 
sequence a'= (a~, a~, ... ), where a~= Pt(o:n+I, an)- (n = 0, 1, 2, ... ). 

Proof. Let { en} be the canonical basis of C2 . Then Wa can be represented to 

J 
respect to { en}, and we have the spectral decomposition I Wal = L~=O o:nPn, where every 
Pn = (Pij) is a projection satisfying 

Pij = { 
1 (i=j=n) 
0 (otherwise) 
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Also assume that W,, = UIW,,I is the polar decomposition. Then U is a unilateral shift. 
Thus for n = 0, 1, ... , 

00 

~9Jlj(W,,)en = L Pt(ai, aj)P;UPjen 
i,j=O 

00 

i=O 
00 

i=O 
00 

= LPJ(a;,an)P;en+l 
i=O 

= PJ(etn+l, etn)Pn+len+l = PJ(etn+l, etn)en+l, 

i.e., ~!ln, (W,,) is also a weighted unilateral shift with a weight sequence a'. □ 

Proposition 5.5. Let sit, ..!j be.\- weighted arithmetic and harmonic means with a weight 
,\ E (0, 1), respectively. Suppose that a and b are any distinct positive real numbers. Let 
W,, be a unilateral weighted shift whose weights are either a or b. Suppose that only finitely 
many weights of W,, are equal to a. Then the sequences of the first weights of ~m (T) and 
~~ (T) converge to b. 

Proof. By Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, the first weights of ~i(W,,) and ~~(W,,) are 

respectively. Next, let p be the largest number satisfying °'P = a. Then for n > p, we 
have 

Here we shall show 
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Let m = max{a, b} and M = maxo:cJ<;p fr(1~>-)j. Then 

0 ~ t (;) An-j(l - >.)jaj 
J=O 

~ m t (~) An-j(l - >.)j 
j=0 J 

<m~nj>.n]:__ (1->.)j 
- ~ ., >. 

j=0 J. 
p 

~ mMLnP).n = mM(p+ l)nP).n_ 
j=0 

Since limn-+oonP).n = 0 (by !'Hospital's rule), we have 

lim t (~) An-j(l - >.)jaj = 0. 
n-+oo J j=0 

(5.1) 

Hence we have 

since L-7=o (;) ,>.n-j (1 - >.)j = 1 and (5.1). limn-+oo /Jt) = b can be proven by the same 

way, too. □ 

Proposition 5.6. Suppose a and b are any distinct positive real numbers. Then there is 
a unilateral weighted shift W 0 with a weight sequence a such that both sequences of the 
first weights of ~i(Wa) and ~~(Wa) have subsequences which are converging to a and b. 

Proof. Suppose that a = (a, b, b, ... ). By Proposition 5.5, there exists a natural number 
n1 such that 

Suppose that 
n1 ....----... 

a= (a, b, b, ... , b, a, a, ... ). 

By Proposition 5.5, there exists a natural number n 2 such that n1 < n 2 , 

Suppose that 

la(n2 ) - al < 2_ and 
0 22 

n1 

I ,q(n2) - al < 2_ 
/JQ 22. 

....----... 
a= (a, b, b, ... , b, a, a, ... , a, b, b, ... ). 
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By Proposition 5.5, there exists a natural number n3 such that n1 < n 2 < n3 , 

1
0:(n3) - bi < 2_ and l/3(n3) - bi < 2_ 

0 23 0 23. 

Repeating this process, for each natural number k, there exist natural numbers nk and 
n~ such that 

Hence there are subsequences of the first weights of ~;(Wa) and ~~(Wa) which converge 
to a and b. □ 

Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let T := Wa be a weighted unilateral shift defined in Proposition 
5.6. Define a sequence of the first weight of ~9Jl1 (T) by btl}. By>.= J'(l) E (0, 1) and 
an inequality (1.2), we have 

f3t) :S 1t) :S 0:6n) for n = 0, 1, 2, ... 

By Proposition 5.6, there exist subsequences of the first weights of ~; (T) and ~~ (T) 
which converge to a in the same choice. Hence under the same choice, a subsequence of 
{ 'Ytl} converges to a. On the other hand, we can choose a subsequence of { 'Ytl} which 
converges to b. Hence { ~9Jl(T)} does not converge in the week operator topology. D 
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